
We are the ones
we’ve been waiting for.

Within the heart and soul of Ireland there
is a call to merge with her sacred alliance of 
Earth, ancestral, and otherworld energies. In
this confluence, in this gathering, there is the
invitation for you to deepen your relationship 
with the alliance and weave that alignment as
a fundamental thread in the fabric of your life.

The call is strong and immediate. For the
tumultuous times we are living in have been 
prophesied through history in cultures around 
the globe. Irish mythology tells us these are the 
times when the Tuatha Dé will emerge from
the sídhe mounds to support an awakening
consciousness. We are in the bridge time,
navigating from what was to what will be, and 
we need the Light to guide our way - your Light.

Sacred Alliance The Gathering is an invitation
to light workers and those who aspire to root
this powerful energy deeply in their lives. It is 
the call to amplify the light we hold. The light 
we manifest and share as love, joy, peace, and 
compassion. The light that fuels our passion
and creative spirit.

For those who feel a resonance with this call,
this profoundly deep, mystical, and powerful 
experience, the sacred alliance is gathering. 

May 10th - 21st       June 2nd - 13th       2023



The Rhythm Of Our Days
In our twelve days together, our sacred encounters will take us to many of Ireland’s mystical and 
liminal landscapes. It is the nature of these gatherings to hold lightly any predetermined itinerary 
so that we can listen for where the energies of the Alliance call us to be. Of course there are some 
anchor points. We will be lodging at B&Bs where, over the years, the hosts have become dear 
friends. And we know which days we will spend with our amazing Ireland team. Beyond that, we 
remain open to the call of the sacred. From within and without.

Our days in the Sligo landscape will include megalithic meditations and time with the liminal
energies of her many seascapes. Our lodging overlooks the wild Atlantic ocean with access to 
nearby cliffs and beaches. We will spend time with the newly opened portal at Benbulben, and 
the amplified Light in the stone circles at the foot of Knocknarea. Of course our time in Sligo 
would not be complete without a leisurely visit with Michael Quirke, carver of myth and legend.

The ancestral energies at the Hill of Uisneach, Ireland’s most ancient sacred center, are not at 
ease. As is happening with so many other sacred sites in Ireland, there are shifts and changes that 
are even closing some of the sites to public access. These ancestors and these sites are not being 
honored. It’s likely that in our time both at Loughcrew and Uisneach we will be called to offer our 
support and sacred ceremony. We will do this work in our time in the Westmeath landcapes from 
our lodging in Fore. These are the days we spend with Marty Mulligan and Anthony Murphy.

The Burren landscape holds a treasure of sacred sites and energies. Fortunately for us many of 
these sites are not well known destinations which affords us the opportunity for deep meditation 
and sacred ceremony. This is the landcape of ancient Druidic schools. We will visit one location 
where the energy is palpable and the ancestors are very present. Mary O’Halloran will be our 
guide through these sites and meditations. Yvonne Casey will join us at our Doolin lodging for an 
evening of her magical music. We will also have an evening of music at the Doolin Music House. 
We may be called to Inis Oírr, the smallest of the Aran Islands. We will just go with the flow. 

Benbulben

Cat Stone at Uisneach

Cahermacnaghten. Ancient Druid School.



Your Gathering Guides

Judith Nilan

Judith has traveled and led journeys to Ireland’s
sacred landscapes for twenty years. She is deeply woven 
with the ancestors, land, and people of Ireland and 
was part of the Sacred Alliance unfolding in 2022. Her 
spiritual insights are reflected in her books: A Legacy of 
Wisdom: The Genius, Power, and Possibility of Ireland’s 
Indigenous Spiritual Heritage, and A Call To Crone: 
Weaving Wisdom With Threads Of Irish Heritage. 

Martha Calihan

Founder of Five Stones Healing Arts & Wellness Center, 
Martha is deeply connected to the sites and sacred
landscapes we visit. Her profound connection to the
natural world informs her life, her spiritual teachings, 
and her healing work. With ancestral roots in the
Druidic tradition, Martha is woven with the Sacred
Alliance and part of the unfolding in 2022. 

Jacque Kelly-Adams

A Reiki Master and Reiki Teacher, Jacque has worked
as a physical therapist for thirty-five years. She is an
exceptional energy and intuitive healer with amazing
abilities to see through the veil into other realms. She
is woven with the Sacred Alliance and a fundamental
part of that unfolding in 2022.  

Marty Mulligan

Marty is an award winning poet and spoken word artist, 
and is regarded as one of the finest contemporary Irish 
storytellers, specializing in the ancient stories of Irish 
mythology. Deeply connected to the ancestors of the Hill 
of Uisneach, he brings their ancient stories to life in his 
own inimitable style.

Anthony Murphy

Author, archeoastronomer, and musician, Anthony will 
share his knowledge of and passion for megalithic lore 
and landscapes. His books, Newgrange: Monument to 
Immortality, Island of the Setting Sun, and novellas The 
Cry of the Sebac and Return To Segais offer some of the 
most comprehensive, insightful, and provocative writings 
on these sacred sites. 

Mary O’Halloran   

A native of County Clare, Mary holds an ancestral 
knowing of this landscape. She carries forward family 
traditions of music, healing and storytelling, adding to 
that her knowledge of historical geography, archeology, 
folklore, and Coptic Egyptian influences on Ireland’s early 
Christianity. Mary runs regular Healing Circles and tours 
to sacred sites and will be sharing with us her knowledge 
of the Burren and its many treasures.

Yvonne Casey

A renowned Co. Clare musician and composer, Yvonne 
has compositions in the Irish traditional music archives in 
Dublin. Growing up in the rich traditional music heritage 
and landscape of her west Clare home, she weaves a 
potent and soul filled essence of magical harmony that is 
perfectly captured in her CDs.



2023 Dates
May 10th - 21st
June 2nd - 13th

Twelve Days

The cost of $4,700 includes twelve nights
lodging and breakfast, ground transportation,
sessions with the Ireland team, site admissions,
and guide services. Airfare, travel to and from the 
airport, lunches and dinners are not included. 

Please note that because we travel in two private 
cars, registration is limited to six participants. 

To secure your place a non-refundable deposit
of $800 is due when booking. The balance is
due two months prior to your departure date
and is not refundable after that date.

A conversation is a requisite for participation.
For more information contact:

Judith Nilan
StoneFire
judith@stonefires.com

This stunning painting by artist Laura Hitchcock was inspired by
her sacred journey to Ireland in 2022. This is one of the sites we
visted together and will visit in The Gathering. My deep gratitude

for her permission to include it in this flyer.

Cost & Booking


